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Abstract—Variability of the Earth’s structure makes a first-

order impact on attenuation measurements which often does not

receive adequate attention. Geometrical spreading (GS) can be used

as a simple measure of the effects of such structure. The traditional

simplified GS compensation is insufficiently accurate for attenua-

tion measurements, and the residual GS appears as biases in both

Q0 and g parameters in the frequency-dependent attenuation law

Q(f) = Q0fg. A new interpretation approach bypassing Q(f) and

using the attenuation coefficient v(f) = c ? pf/Qe(f) resolves this

problem by directly measuring the residual GS, denoted c, and

effective attenuation, Qe. The approach is illustrated by re-inter-

preting several published datasets, including nuclear-explosion and

local-earthquake codas, Pn, and synthetic 50–300-s surface waves.

Some of these examples were key to establishing the Q(f) concept.

In all examples considered, v(f) shows a linear dependence on the

frequency, c = 0, and Qe can be considered frequency-indepen-

dent. Short-period crustal body waves are characterized by positive

cSP values of (0.6–2.0) 9 10-2 s-1 interpreted as related to the

downward upper-crustal reflectivity. Long-period surface waves

show negative cLP & -1.9 9 10-5 s-1, which could be caused by

insufficient modeling accuracy at long periods. The above c values

also provide a simple explanation for the absorption band observed

within the Earth. The band is interpreted as apparent and formed by

levels of Qe & 1,100 within the crust decreasing to Qe & 120

within the uppermost mantle, with frequencies of its flanks corre-

sponding to cLP and cSP. Therefore, the observed absorption band

could be purely geometrical in nature, and relaxation or scattering

models may not be necessary for explaining the observed apparent

Q(f). Linearity of the attenuation coefficient suggests that at all

periods, the attenuation of both Rayleigh and Love waves should be

principally accumulated at the sub-crustal depths (*38–100 km).

Key words: Attenuation, Body waves, Coda, Crust, Geo-

metrical spreading, Mantle, Structure, Surface waves.

1. Introduction

Attenuation of seismic energy within the crust and

mantle is among the most intriguing physical effects

studied in seismology. Frequency dependence of the

seismic quality factor within the mantle was first

pointed out by GUTENBERG (1958), and since then, the

concept of frequency-dependent scattering or rheo-

logical Q(f) (JACKSON and ANDERSON, 1970; AKI and

CHOUET, 1975; LIU et al., 19761) became imbued in

the minds of more than one generation of seismolo-

gists. Most Q models today represent the Earth as a

combination of absorption bands with Q(f) = Q0fg

transitions across their flanks (ANDERSON et al., 1977).

The bands vary with depth (ANDERSON and GIVEN,

1982) and correlate with tectonic structures (DER and

McELFRESH, 1976, 1980; DER et al., 1986). Across a

broad range of surface- and body-wave frequencies

from *0.01 to *100 Hz (e.g., DER et al., 1982,

1986; LEES et al., 1986; ABERCROMBIE, 1998), Q val-

ues consistently increase with frequency in a vast

majority of observations.

However, attenuation is also always measured

indirectly and in the background of strong amplitude

variations, and the difficulty of differentiating its

apparent attributes from the true in situ properties is

well known (DER and LEES, 1985; WHITE, 1992).

Predominant observations of positive Q(f) depen-

dencies often reaching and exceeding the linear Q � f

rate still suggest serious concerns about the mea-

surement and interpretation methodology. The cases

of g = 1 in the conventional Q(f) = Q0fg frequency

dependence law are impossible to separate from the

attenuation-free geometrical spreading (GS), and

therefore such observations could actually represent

inaccurate GS estimates. Similarly, slower positive
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and negative Q(f) dependencies are also likely to

contain GS contributions. Thus, even with such long

history and broad acceptance, frequency-dependent

Q(f) still requires scrutiny, and it is important

to clearly understand what evidence for it we actu-

ally have. Let us consider the two groups of such

evidence that is usually advanced: theoretical and

observational.

Theoretically, frequency-dependent attenuation is

certainly possible. Without attempting a comprehen-

sive overview, I note that modeling broadly shows

that depending on the statistical properties of the

scattering medium, frequency dependence of elastic

(scattering) Qs can range from nearly frequency-

independent Qs (FRANKEL and CLAYTON, 1986) to

Qs � f or steeper (CHERNOV, 1960; DAINTY, 1981;

SATO and FEHLER, 1998). Theoretical intrinsic Qi(f)

dependencies range from near-constant to nearly

proportional to the frequency, as predicted by ‘creep’

or ‘relaxation’ rheological models (LIU et al., 1976).

Note that similarity of observable properties leads to

difficulties in separating these quantities in the data

and requires making stringent assumptions, of which

the key one is again about the GS (WENNERBERG and

FRANKEL, 1989).

It is well known that causality constraints in the

form of the Kramers–Krönig (K–K) identities

also require Q to be frequency-dependent (e.g.,

FUTTERMAN, 1962). However, this result may often

be somewhat over-emphasized. K–K constraints are

very general and only correlate the variations of the

phase velocity and Q over the entire infinite fre-

quency band and in the form of integral transforms

that converge quite slowly. For example, FUTTERMAN

(1962) showed that for Q values of *30 at ordinary

seismic frequencies, Q-1 should drop at frequencies

below *10-99 Hz. This frequency is far below any

measurable level, and therefore the question whether

Q is frequency-dependent within the seismological

band is still not answered by the K–K relations.

Observationally, the key evidence for frequency-

dependent Q in Earth materials comes from labora-

tory studies. For example, FAUL et al., (2004) and

other authors presented frequency-dependent intrinsic

Q estimates in crustal and mantle rock samples at

seismic frequencies. However, in correlating the Q

values arising from different types of observations, it

is important to keep in mind the type of quantity that

is being measured. Because no single parameter

describing the ability of the medium to dissipate the

elastic energy exists, Q is usually introduced as a

phenomenological proxy depending on the type of

observation. BOURBIÉ et al. (1987, Chapter 3) sum-

marized a number of such measurements and noted

that although most of them can be described by the

corresponding Q(f) and visco-elastic models, there is

little agreement between the resulting values of Q.

Interpretation of lab measurements in terms of

material properties and their extrapolation to the

length-scales and conditions of seismographic

experiments also involves assumptions and models

whose effects may not be easy to evaluate. Therefore,

while correctly setting the target for looking for fre-

quency-dependent attenuation within the mantle,

laboratory evidence or theoretical conjectures still

should not influence rigorous and robust analysis of

seismological data.

Considering the measurements of the in situ

attenuation in observational seismology, we need to

establish what aspects of Q are invariant in respect to

the structural variability, which is often disregarded

by the conventional attenuation measurement proce-

dure. As a first-order parameter describing such

variability, we can use the exponent m in the GS

power-law t-m or c in the alternate approximation e-ct

used in MOROZOV (2008) and below (here, t is the

travel time). The sensitivity of both Q0 and g
parameters to the assumed GS is well known (e.g.,

KINOSHITA, 1994), but its quantitative implications for

estimates of the Earth’s properties still seem not well

appreciated. GS models are usually described as

‘‘reasonably’’ accurate; yet this qualification is

insufficient, because smaller than *10% variations

in m can eliminate the reported Q(f) dependencies in

many cases. Such levels of GS variability should be

common in the Earth and caused by variations in

crustal thickness, velocity gradients, layering,

reflectivity, and other attributes of the lithospheric

structure (MOROZOV, 2008). No single GS model can

be constructed as a common reference for Q(f)

measurements across a significant area. As a conse-

quence of using simplified models for GS (e.g., t-1/2,

t-1, or any other functional form), structural varia-

tions become imprinted in Q(f). Because of their
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mutual trade-off with the residual GS, Q0 and g
should not be interpreted separately, and their stable

combinations need to be sought. One such useful

combinations is c (or m), which will be illustrated

below.

Unfortunately, analysis of GS effects tends to be

subdued in the use of elaborate Q(f) inversion

methods, modeling, curve-fitting, and in pursuit of

detailed solutions for Q from typically limited and

noisy datasets. Interpreters may often be inspired by

elegant rheological or scattering models, and exper-

imenters prefer using GS given by simple analytical

formulas—both parties thereby encouraging permis-

sive Q(f) dependencies. Assumptions have become a

part of not only theoretical treatments but also of data

measurements, in which cases they are termed

‘‘practical’’. However, assumptions may be accept-

able only when used to simplify the understanding

of the problem. As I show below, GS assumptions

made early in Q(f) inversions may in fact make them

more complex by encouraging under-constrained

parameterizations.

When using model parameterizations with more

degrees of freedom than constrained by the data, the

results become mostly controlled by ‘‘a priori con-

straints’’, dependency on ‘‘starting models’’ develops,

and a danger of biased or ‘‘preferred’’ solutions

arises. For example, in standard local-earthquake

coda attenuation measurements, there are three

unknowns: GS, Q0, and g, but the data consist of only

time- and frequency-domain log-amplitude slopes,

and therefore only support a two-parameter inversion.

To resolve this lack of constraints, AKI (1980) forced

the GS to the uniform-space solution and inverted for

Q(f) increasing with frequency. In this paper, I take a

different approach by noting that GS can be measured

from the data. This observation also leads to com-

pletely different and frequency-independent values

for Q.

Thus, it appears that perspectives of exciting

theoretical insights may have caused a drift from

conservative, data-driven and model-independent

observations towards complex Q(f) models. A vast

body of observational evidence has been advanced in

favour of the frequency-dependent Q, such as indi-

cations of the mantle absorption band (e.g.,

DOORNBOS, 1983) and scattering models (e.g., AKI and

CHOUET 1975; AKI, 1980). However, note that such

observations still use the apparent Q(f) derived by

simplified GS compensations. Observations of t*

values of *1 s for long-period body P waves com-

pared to *0.2 s at short periods are usually viewed

as other key evidence for the mantle Q(f) increasing

with frequency (e.g., DER et al., 1986). Yet again,

long-period t* measurements were also based on GS

compensation of the absolute-amplitude long-period

data, and an only *6% correction in GS could bring

these values to the short-period level (MOROZOV,

submitted I2). Note that GS-independent (i.e., spec-

tral-ratio based) measurements can only be carried

out within the higher-frequency band, in which there

is no compelling evidence for a frequency-dependent

t* (DER et al., 1986).

Note that in many studies found in the literature,

the quality of Q(f) solutions is mainly judged by their

ability to fit the seismic amplitude data. This criterion

is insufficient and misleading, because in under-

constrained inversion, multiple models can fit the

data equally well. For example, GS measurements

(MOROZOV, 2008) fitted the local body-wave data

from KINOSHITA (2008), but with *20–30 times

larger, frequency-independent Q values. Similar

examples are given below. The true criteria of model

fidelity lie not only in the data fit but also in its

correspondence to the physics of the process, mutual

independence of parameters, validity of assumptions,

and stability in respect to noise.

In this paper, after discussing the role of GS in Q

measurements and the fundamental GS-Q(f) trade-

off, I offer a simple solution to this trade-off by direct

measurement of the residual GS remaining after its

compensation. The general recommendation is to

reduce the use of Q in interpretation and to rely on

the attenuation coefficient, v, which is a directly

measurable, unambiguous, and theoretically more

reliable quantity. The approach is illustrated by re-

interpreting several contrasting examples (nuclear-

explosion and earthquake coda, Pn, and surface

waves), some of which have been at the foundation of

the Q(f) concept. Removal of the ad hoc GS

2 MOROZOV, I. (submitted I). Attenuation coefficient, fre-

quency dependence of t* and Q, and structural variability of the

Earth, submitted to Seism. Res. Lett.
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assumptions leads to substantial differences from the

conventional solutions. In particular, frequency-

dependent Q is no longer found, and the resulting Q

values are significantly increased in most cases. The

mantle absorption band between frequencies of

*3 9 10-3 to 30 Hz is also explained by slight

errors in the Earth’s GS models, and is particularly

related to the variations in the crust/mantle structure.

These effects appear to influence the GS in opposite

ways at low and high frequencies, leading to the

apparent absorption band. Instead of the frequency-

dependent rheological Q(f), this band can be

explained by the attenuation stratified in depth, par-

ticularly by the presence of a low Q & 120 layer

within the uppermost mantle.

2. The Role of GS Models

The fundamental problem of most frequency-

dependent attenuation observations is their depen-

dence on the underlying GS models. Considering the

nature of this dependence, it is important to differ-

entiate between the two categories of such models:

(1) ‘‘mathematical’’, defined on the basis of some

theoretical considerations (for example, by consid-

ering ‘‘wave fronts’’ spreading with propagation

time), and (2) phenomenological, characterizing the

effects of GS by empirical descriptions of the

observations and without attempting their detailed

mathematical simulation.

Unfortunately, the existing paradigm of not only

modeling but also measurement of Q(f) leans heavily

toward the ‘‘mathematical’’ models. The reported Q0

and g parameters are always either explicitly or

implicitly dependent on the assumed mathematical

GS forms. For a very limited number of tractable

cases, such theoretical models use the G0(t) � t-m

dependencies mentioned above.

However, the t-m dependence is insufficiently

accurate for practically all cases of interest. The

concept of wave fronts itself breaks down in any

crustal model with velocity gradients and contrasts, in

which triplications, reflections, and mode conversions

are abundant. The concept of a ‘‘rays’’ which could

be followed in order to track the G0(t) dependences is

also absent in a realistic medium (this also means that

‘‘multi-pathing’’ is common within the lithosphere).

Even in the purely theoretical cases of pronounced

structural layering, such as Pn, Sn (e.g., YANG et al.,

2007), or PL (AKI and RICHARDS, 2002), the t-m

dependence is violated and also becomes frequency-

dependent. Therefore, wavefront-based models pro-

vide useful theoretical asymptotics but are not helpful

for defining the realistic GS.

Using the full numerical modeling in three-

dimensions, one could in principle hope to accurately

solve for the wave amplitudes in the absence of

energy dissipation. However, this may still be ham-

pered by insurmountable difficulties of limited

knowledge of the velocity/density structure and

uncertainties in the source and receiver effects.

Quality of such numerical models will certainly

continuously improve; however, even the best model

cannot be considered sufficiently accurate and

accepted without verification.

By contrast, phenomenological models do not

require detailed descriptions of the mechanisms of

the wave processes but may be based on some gen-

eral principles, such as the conservation of energy

and time/spatial continuity. Such a model for GS was

proposed by MOROZOV (2008) and is employed here.

In this model, the GS factor is allowed to weakly

deviate from some best-known ‘‘theoretical’’ back-

ground G0(t, f), which may generally be time- and

frequency-dependent:

Gðt; f Þ ¼ G0ðt; f Þe�ct: ð1Þ

In this expression, c is the ‘‘geometrical attenua-

tion’’ parameter, which is adjusted to fit the amplitude

data (MOROZOV, 2008). Note that one should not

attribute excessive significance to the functional form

of the amplitude correction factor e-ct in Eq. 1. This

model does not simulate any particular wave-

spreading process, which would again be an intrac-

table problem. Mathematically, approximation (1) is

suitable when ct � 1, in which case other first-order

approximations [such as G0(1 - ct) or G0t-ct] would

work as well. As shown in the following section, the

exponential form selected in Eq. 1 originates from

the scattering theory and highlights the fundamental

similarity between measuring the attenuation (i.e.,

Q-1) and GS variations (c). Note that generally, GS

perturbation e-ct in Eq. 1 can also depend on f;
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however, as discussed below, treating it as frequency-

independent helps in isolating the residual GS effects

in many practical cases.

For local-earthquake studies, the meaning and

characteristic values of c are illustrated in Fig. 1

showing waveform modeling of GS in a two crustal

models: (a) simple positive-gradient model with

IASP91 crustal thickness, and (b) a more realistic

crustal structure inverted from detailed wide-angle

seismic in the East European Platform (Russia;

MOROZOVA et al., 1999). Waveform modeling was

performed using the reflectivity method by FUCHS and

MÜLLER (1971) for a point source located at 7-km

depth. The peak (mostly body-wave; black symbols)

and whole-trace (mostly surface waves; grey sym-

bols) energies were compensated with the theoretical

‘‘body-wave’’ r2 factor (r is the source-receiver dis-

tance in this case). As one can see, with the use of the

appropriate coordinates (lnr or r, respectively) the

compensated amplitudes are nearly linear within

*0–70 km distance ranges in both the t-m (middle

row in Fig. 1) and e-ct forms (bottom row). Note the

positive value of c = 0.008 s-1 in the realistic model

(Fig. 1b, bottom). Such values are typical for stable

Figure 1
GS models for: a a hypothetical gradient model of the crust; b realistic crustal structure in Russia (MOROZOVA et al., 1999). VP and VS velocity

models (top row); geometrical spreading within near-offset ranges, in logarithmic distance scale (middle row); the complete distance range in

linear scale (bottom row). Grey diamonds show the total recorded energy and black crosses peak energy in two (radial and vertical)

components combined. Both squared amplitudes are geometrically compensated using the theoretical factor (range)2. Dashed lines labelled

with m values indicate the approximations of geometrical spreading using the t-m law at near offsets, and lines with labels c show the same

ranges approximated by e-ct dependencies
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continental crust (MOROZOV, 2008) and could be

related to the presence of the downward-reflecting

upper-crustal layering (Fig. 1b, top). Only in fea-

tureless models like the one shown in Fig. 1a, the

simple t-1 GS compensation is adequate, and there-

fore c = 0 (or m = 1).

Thus, variations of GS from the background

model G0(t) should be common, and the key idea of

the present approach consists in measuring them

together with the attenuation. The background model

can be elaborate (for example, such as shown in

Fig. 1b), spatially variable in three-dimensions, and

also frequency-dependent. Yet even with the best

model, the true GS should differ from it, which would

be reflected in parameter c = 0 in Eq. 1. This phe-

nomenological G(t, f) can therefore be viewed as

model-free, in the sense of its being controlled by the

data and independent of the (reasonably close)

background model G0(t, f). The background model

thus only serves as a reference for measuring the GS,

similarly, for example, to using a coordinate origin in

geometry.

3. GS-Qs-Qi Trade-Off

The second key problem of analyzing the fre-

quency-dependent Q is in its over-parameterized

nature, leading to the double trade-off between the

GS, intrinsic, and scattering attenuation. To analyse

this trade-off, consider the expression for the

observed path factor P(t, f) from which Q(f) is usually

derived (e.g., FAN and LAY, 2003):

P t; fð Þ ¼ Gðt; f Þe�pft=Q fð Þ; ð2Þ

where G(t, f) is the true GS of Eq. 1. The source and site

effects are assumed to be removed from P(t, f). The

only difference between the GS and attenuation-rela-

ted factors in this expression is the known dependence

of the second of them on t, which is insufficient for their

separation. Clearly, the trade-off between GS, Qi, and

Qs can only be resolved by carefully considering the

physical meanings of these quantities.

The physical effect of intrinsic dissipation is

conceptually quite distinct from those of GS and Qs

and relates to energy dissipation from the elastic

wave. Although the validity of the quality factor Qi as

an in situ medium property is actually highly debat-

able, we will omit this issue for now and assume that

once the intrinsic dissipation is ‘‘turned on’’,

the corresponding amplitude decay multiplies by

exp(-pft/Qi). Factor f in its exponent is an important

property of intrinsic attenuation; in particular, it

shows that dissipation disappears at zero frequency.

Generally, such frequency dependence arises from

the fact that it is the kinetic energy that is being

dissipated, and the associated force (e.g., dry or vis-

cous friction) is proportional to particle velocities

within the wave.

Isolation of the GS and scattering effects is much

more difficult, because we cannot rely on simplified

wavefront models. For a phenomenological defini-

tion of GS that would reflect its intuitive use in

interpretation, I suggest: ‘‘GS is the effect of the

large-scale, dissipation-free structure on seismic

amplitudes’’. The meaning of ‘‘large-scale’’ is of

course relative and defined by our viewing certain

structures (such as crustal gradients, boundaries,

blocks, and topography) as model-building or

‘‘deterministic’’. By contrast, ‘‘small-scale’’ struc-

tures are considered ‘‘random’’, treated statistically,

and may be described by scattering attenuation (Qs).

Fortunately, although the inversion for the full GS

may be very complex and uncertain, its small vari-

ations can be readily measured together with the

variations of attenuation.

Scattering is particularly difficult to differentiate

from GS effects in the data. The reason is that scat-

tering is also caused by the structure and does exactly

what our GS above does—it redistributes the elastic

energy among the different observation points and

times, and its only difference is in its ‘‘random’’

character. Scattering Qs can only be defined in rela-

tion to some ‘‘theoretical’’ background model, and

therefore this factor also absorbs any inaccuracies in

such model. For example, reflections from major,

spatially separated contrasts, such as the crustal

basement or Moho, are nearly frequency-indepen-

dent, and consequently the associated Qs is nearly

proportional to the frequency. Such frequency

dependence is indeed predicted for back-scattering on

‘‘larger’’ heterogeneities (DAINTY, 1981) and is indeed

commonly observed. However, treating major crustal

features as random scatterers in a uniform space and
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describing them by Qs appears to miss most points of

seismic interpretation. Instead, such features should

be included in the background model, accounted for

in GS, and consequently disappear from Qs.

In another end-member example of a hypotheti-

cally perfectly known structure, the entire wavefield

is predictable and non-random, and therefore there is

no room for scattering at all. GS and Qi as defined

above would again be sufficient to completely

describe the wavefield. Similarly, with the use of

empirical models, frequency-dependent GS would

also absorb any effects that cannot be attributed to Qi.

For these reasons, I suggested (MOROZOV 2008,

2009a, b) that in the existing observations, the notion

of Qs is redundant and can be abandoned in favour of

the more general GS.

Thus, when considering variable phenomenolog-

ical GS, scattering attenuation becomes indistin-

guishable from it, and the trade-off problem reduces

to separating the GS from the intrinsic Q-1. As

shown in the following sections, these quantities

represent parts of a single entity (the attenuation

coefficient) which in fact may not need to be sepa-

rated. The attenuation coefficient contains no trade-

off, and interpretation based on it can be unambigu-

ous and independent of GS models. However, if

separation of Qi from GS is still desired, it can be

based on the frequency dependence of v(f), as

described below.

4. Attenuation Coefficient

Let us assume that P(t, f) is close to some back-

ground approximation G0(t, f) with the difference

being due to a variation in GS and/or attenuation. By

selecting the appropriate scaling for G0(t, f), we can

make these quantities equal at t = 0, and consider the

first-order deviation of ln[P(t, f)/G0(t, f)] in t:

ln P t; fð Þ ¼ ln G0ðt; f Þ � vðf Þt: ð3Þ

This is the scattering- (perturbation-) theory

approximation (e.g., CHERNOV, 1960), and v(f) is the

attenuation coefficient. Validity of formula (3) is

limited to the time intervals for which v(f)t � 1,

which is typically satisfied with correct choices for

G0(t, f). For the same reason, higher-order terms in t

are also ignored in this equation. Note that v(f) was

denoted a(f) in MOROZOV (2008) and renamed here to

avoid collision with the spatial attenuation coefficient

(AKI and RICHARDS, 2002).

Further, it is convenient to explicitly isolate the

frequency-independent part c = v(0) in v(f):

vðf Þ ¼ cþ j fð Þf : ð4Þ

In the common case of frequency-independent

GS, c represents an estimate of the corrected GS

(Eq. 1). Parameter j should be related to the effective

attenuation caused by intrinsic dissipation and small-

scale scattering, and therefore it can be written using

an effective quality factor Qe: j = p/Qe. The mean-

ing of this factor can be understood as follows: if, in

the attenuation-free crust of Fig. 1b, one ‘‘turns on’’

an attenuation of Q�1
e , the amplitudes recorded at any

point would multiply by exp(-jft). This quantity

thus resembles the ‘‘apparent resistivity’’ in electrical

surveying.

Generally, both j and Qe can be frequency-

dependent if v(f) shows a non-linear behaviour with

varying f. However, in all datasets I reviewed so far

(MOROZOV, 2008 and below), such frequency depen-

dencies were not found, and so the question of

frequency dependence of j or Qe remains open.

Although the attenuation coefficient (4) should

normally be derived directly from the source- and

receiver-corrected observed amplitude [P(t, f)] data

(e.g., from spectral ratios), it can also be estimated from

published Q(f) results (MOROZOV, 2008) by writing

vðf Þ ¼ pfQ�1 fð Þ ¼ pf 1�gQ�1
0 : ð5Þ

Measurement of this quantity is part of virtually

any Q(f) inversion. Unfortunately, v(f) values are

rarely plotted and examined for linearity prior to their

conversion to Q-1(f). Only in turbidity-type studies

(DAINTY, 1981; PADHY, 2005), linear approximations

for v(f) were considered. Note that the ‘‘stacked

spectral ratios’’ (SSRs; e.g., XIE, 2007, and many

other papers by Xie and Mitchell) actually represent

v(f); yet they are plotted in logarithmic frequency

scales that do not allow recognizing the linearity of

v(f) dependences and measuring c.

In terms of fitting the attenuation data within finite

observation frequency bands, parameterizations of

the attenuation coefficient in terms of (c, Qe) (Eq. 4)
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and (Q0, g) (Eq. 5) are usually nearly equivalent, and

they can be transformed into each other (MOROZOV,

2008). However, the two parameterizations are

strongly different conceptually. Formula (5) repre-

sents a special case of (4), in which the value of v(f)

at f = 0 is set equal zero. This is a very strong con-

straint, and it is felt most when the observation

frequencies are below the ‘‘cross-over’’ frequency

fc = cQe/p. For f � fc, approximation (5) leads to

high values of g & 1 – pf/fc (MOROZOV, 2008).

Comparative analysis of published Q(f) results

(MOROZOV, 2008, and examples below) indeed shows

that higher g values tend to be inferred in observa-

tions conducted at frequencies below fc. In a simple

example of attenuation-free medium (Q-1 = Qe
-1 =

0) with slightly under-compensated GS (c[ 0), we

have fc = ?, and Eq. 5 gives spurious values of

Q0 = p/c and g = 1. For over-compensated GS

(c\ 0), Q0 becomes negative, and therefore param-

eterization (5) fails completely.

With the under-constrained inverse problem at

hand, differentiation between parameterizations (4)

and (5) cannot be based on the data fit alone. Note

that the parameters (and especially Q0 and g) are also

dependent on the frequency bands, which makes both

of these dependences quite flexible. Nevertheless,

there also is a substantial theoretical evidence

favouring the more general formula (4), which can be

summarized as follows:

1. Close relation to the observable attenuation coef-

ficient v(f), as opposed to Q, which depends on the

experimental set-up and therefore is not a true

medium property (for more detail on this, see

BOURBIÉ et al., 1987);

2. Direct relation to the scattering theory (Eq. 3);

3. Simple mathematical relation to v(f) (basically, an

identity), as opposed to a complex power-law,

which may be justified for scattering on self-affine

structures but not in the general case;

4. Explicit recognition of the residual GS variation in

terms of c;

5. Precision of terminology and interpretation: for

example, a perturbation of the amplitudes caused

by varying crustal velocity gradient is attributed to

changing GS (c) and not to ‘‘attenuation’’ (i.e., Q0

and g) or ‘‘scattering Q’’ (MOROZOV, 2009a, b);

6. Tolerance to changes in the background G0(t, f)

model: only c varies in a predictable manner, as

opposed to both Q0 and g trading off in a complex

manner;

7. Linearity of the theoretical v(f) dependencies

expected for: (a) surface waves in layered struc-

tures with zones of pronounced attenuation highs

(such as the upper mantle in the last example

below), and (b) body waves with perturbed GS

(such as the crust in Fig. 1b);

8. Observations of such linear v(f) trends in many

datasets and within broad frequency bands (exam-

ples below and in MOROZOV, 2008, 2009a);

9. Predictability of c by numerical waveform mod-

eling (MOROZOV et al., 2008) and its correlation

with tectonic structures even in cases in which the

classification based on (Q0, g) fails (MOROZOV,

2008).

5. Separation of GS and Attenuation

In most attenuation measurements, the attenuation

coefficient v(f) (Eq. 4) represents essentially all the

data available to interpretation. Theoretically, the

residual GS and attenuation also represent parts of a

single entity, which is the same v(f), and therefore

they should better be modeled and interpreted toge-

ther. However, if separate GS and Qi are of interest,

they can be differentiated, but only by imposing

additional constraints.

The first type of such constraints used in the tra-

ditional approach consists in stating that G(t, f) is

known and equals G0(t, f). Consequently, the entire

v(f) is attributed to attenuation according to formula

(5). As discussed above, this assumption is inaccurate

and often leads to spurious frequency dependencies

of Q, which absorbs all effects of the propagating-

media structures.

The second approach used by MOROZOV (2008)

approximates the residual GS, dG(t, f) = G(t, f)/G0

(t, f), as frequency-independent, i.e., sets dG

(t, f) = exp(-ct). Compared to the first approach, this

is a strongly relaxed assumption which allows mea-

surement of the residual GS and removes the

corresponding artefact from Q. This constraint
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appears natural for all cases of frequency-indepen-

dent background G0(t, f), such as the commonly used

t-m law. Note that under this approximation, the total

G(t, f) can still be frequency-dependent (for example,

such as, suggested for Pn by YANG et al., (2007) or

modeled for a ‘‘coloured’’ reflection sequence).

However, if some perturbation of the structure leads

to a frequency-dependent dG(t, f), the resulting values

of Q may still become biased. The only solution to

correcting this bias would apparently be in finding a

more accurate model for G0(t, f).

The third interesting alternative to these con-

straints could consist in setting dG(t, f) so that the

resulting in situ Q becomes frequency-independent.

This solution is the most difficult to implement, and

its validity depends on whether we consider fre-

quency-independent rheological Q as a significant

reality. However, this approach could help define a

frequency-dependent component in GS that could be

associated with ‘‘scattering’’. For special types of

models (e.g., self-affine or stochastic), other types of

constraints can apparently be devised as well.

The second of these approaches appears to be the

most general and practical at present. Therefore,

starting from Eq. 2, the procedure for measuring

the combined GS and Q effects is as follows: (a)

extract v(f) values by calculating linear regressions of

ln[P(t, f)/G0(t, f)] in t at different frequencies, and (b)

analyze the resulting dependence of v(f) on the fre-

quency according to Eq. 4. In particular, we need to

examine (extrapolate) the limit of c = v(0) and the

linearity of the v(f) dependence. Note that because j
typically turns out to be frequency-independent,

estimation of c can be accomplished by linear

regression (Eq. 4) and does not imply amplitude

measurements at f ? 0.

Finally, considering the inherent uncertainty of

frequency-dependent GS and Q separation, isolation

of the additional effects of scattering in either j or c
appears problematic. The existing approaches to such

separation (e.g., WU, 1985; JIN et al., 1994) rely on

comparing the values of v(f) at different distances

from the source, which again implies a perfectly

known G(t, f). The commonly used uniform half-

space models for G0(t, f) are definitely insufficient for

this purpose, and the often-observed values of g & 1

for Qs may be the indicators of such inaccuracy.

Ideally, if perfect G(t, f) models were available,

scattered-wave amplitudes could be ‘‘migrated’’ to

invert for zones of increased scattering; yet even then

the resulting models would likely be better described

in terms of structure, and not Qs.

6. Examples

In many reported observations, Q nearly linearly

increases with frequency, which means that it

is likely dominated by the under-corrected GS

(MOROZOV, 2008). As an example of such kind, Fig. 2

shows short-period codas of Peaceful Nuclear

Explosion (PNE) Kimberlite-3 recorded within the

Siberian Craton in Russia. According to the model

proposed earlier (MOROZOV and SMITHSON, 2000), the

scattered-wave GS was considered as compensated

by the spreading scattering volume, leading to theo-

retical G(t, f) & 1 for the coda. Therefore, coda

amplitude decay was interpreted as caused entirely by

crustal attenuation. At the same time, time-domain

log-amplitude slopes are practically independent of

the frequency (Fig. 1), leading to Q0 & 330 and

g & 0.85 for this PNE (Fig. 2b). However, this was

an erroneous result, which in fact indicated a failure

of the theoretical model of coda-GS compensation.

Such low Q0 and high g are unlikely for the stable

Siberian Craton. The fact that crustal Q at 0.5–1 Hz

cannot be as low as *200–300 in this area is

apparent from observations of *1–3 Hz Pg traveling

Figure 2
Stacked amplitude envelopes from six recordings within 660–760-

km distances from PNE Kimberlite-3. Records were filtered within

several frequency bands (labelled). Regional phases and the coda

attenuation measurement interval are indicated. Times are aligned

on the Lg arrival, and ln(Amplitude) envelopes are shifted in order

to separate the curves. Note that the amplitude-decay rates are

almost independent of the frequency
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to over 1,600 km along the PNE profiles in this area

(likely the longest distance on Earth; MOROZOV et al.,

2002). Numerical modeling of PNE coda (MOROZOV

et al., 2008) also showed that steeply frequency-

dependent coda Q can be observed without any fre-

quency dependence in the rheological P- and S-wave

Q values.

Figure 3 illustrates the sharp difference in the

interpretation resulting from the phenomenological

GS approach to this PNE example. By measuring the

log-amplitude coda slopes within the Lg coda time

window (Fig. 2), values of v(f) are obtained for the

corresponding frequencies (Fig. 3a). The v(f) depen-

dence shows a linear trend (Eq. 4) indicating an

under-corrected GS with c & 0.0075 s-1 and a fre-

quency-independent Qe & 2,500 (Fig. 3a). This Qe is

much higher than Q0 & 330 interpreted in the con-

ventional way, and the steep apparent Q(f)

dependence with g & 0.85 (Fig. 3b) becomes

explained by the dominance of the geometrical con-

tribution in coda amplitude decays (Fig. 1).

Due to their independence of theoretical

assumptions, the resulting c and Qe values allow

consistent interpretations and comparisons with other

studies. The value of c is remarkably close to that

measured from recordings from another PNE Quartz-

4 in the East European Platform, and also almost

exactly corresponds to the predictions from wave-

form coda modeling (MOROZOV et al., 2008).

Therefore, at least in this area, the v(f) model is

clearly advantageous and productive, and shows that

the strong apparent Q(f) (Fig. 3b) is a geometrical

artefact.

To see that this model applies not only to PNE

codas, consider an example of local-earthquake codas

in central California, Hawaii, and in central and

western Japan (AKI, 1980) (Fig. 4a). These observa-

tions were key to establishing the scattering Q(f)

concept. In our notation, AKI (1980) used a theoreti-

cal GS of t-1 (labelled in Fig. 4a) in Eq. 3 to

compensate the time-domain log-amplitude coda

slopes and converted v(f) into Q-1(f) using the

inverse of Eq. 5. Two main observations were made

from the resulting curves (Fig. 4a): (1) three of the

four Q-1(f) dependencies appeared to converge at the

higher frequencies, and (2) station TSK in central

Japan showed a distinctly different attenuation

mechanism from the other areas (AKI, 1980).

However, re-plotting the same data in terms of

[-v(f)] reveals linear attenuation patterns (dashed

lines in Fig. 4b) and suggests different conclusions.

The convergence of the inferred Q-1(f) curves near

*25 Hz (Fig. 4a) could be principally due to divid-

ing the values of attenuation coefficients v(f) by the

frequency. This division also somewhat exaggerated

the difference between the results from stations OIS

and OTL below 5 Hz (Fig. 4a). By contrast, a com-

parison of the intercepts and slopes of the v(f) trends

(dashed lines in Fig. 4b), shows that: (1) all GS terms

c are positive, (2) in Hawaii and for both areas in

Japan, c values are lower, from (0.02–0.03 s-1) than

in central California (0.06 s-1); (3) attenuation values

in Hawaii and western Japan are quite similar, with

Qe & 600; (4) in central Japan, attenuation is low,

with Qe & 2,300; and (5) in terms of both parame-

ters, central California is distinctly different from the

Figure 3
Interpretation of PNE Kimberlite-3 coda amplitude decays (Fig. 1): a using the residual GS (c) and frequency-independent effective Qe

(Eq. 4); b by assuming a theoretical GS compensation, the resulting in Q(f) steeply increases with frequency. Note that Qe � Q(f) within the

measured frequency band
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other three areas, with its c & 0.06 s-1 and

Qe & 1,250. On top of the linear [-v(f)] trends,

some ‘‘spectral scalloping’’ is also clear, particularly

the reduced amplitudes near 6 Hz and increased at

*1–2 Hz and 12 Hz in (Fig. 4b). These amplitude

variations are consistent in all four cases and also

present in the Q-1(f) form, although less clearly

because of the logarithmic frequency scale (Fig. 4a).

To further illustrate the attenuation model (4) for

regional body waves, consider the apparent Pn Q

results from a recent INDEPTH study by XIE (2007)

(Fig. 5). The quantity plotted on the vertical axis in

Fig. 5a is the stacked spectral ratio, SSR = f1-g/

Q0 = v(f)/p (Fig. 5a), and therefore only plotting of

SSR against a linear frequency scale is needed in

order to examine the attenuation coefficient (Fig. 5b).

As expected, a linear v(f) dependence fits the spectral

ratios similarly to the Q0fg function, maybe even

somewhat better at lower frequencies (Fig. 5).

The best-fit geometrical Pn spreading parameter

is c & 0.002 s-1, and Qe is approximately 340

(dashed black line in Fig. 5b). From the same data,

XIE (2007) gave values of g = 0.14 and Q0 = 278,

which is *25% lower than Qe. For such moderate g,

values of (Q0, g) can be approximately transformed to

(c, Qe) (MOROZOV, 2008), resulting in Qe = 400 and

c = 0.005 s-1 (grey line in Fig. 5b). This transfor-

mation seems to slightly over-estimate the Qe

measured from the [-v(f)] plot (Fig. 5b), although

still acceptably. Note that this is the only real data

example I have found in which a solution with c = 0

appears acceptable (i.e., the GS compensation error is

within data uncertainties). By setting c = 0, we

obtain: Qe = 310 (dotted line in Fig. 5b). This value

of Qe is the closest to Q0 = 278 by XIE (2007).

Because of g[ 0, all of the resulting values of Qe are

above the corresponding Q0.

The proximity of Q0 to Qe for this dataset can also

be explained by estimating the cross-over frequency

fc, which is *0.2 Hz for this dataset, and therefore

the observation frequencies are f � fc. From Eq. 4,

the slope of the SSR’s in log–log plots (Fig. 5a) is:

d ln v
d ln f

¼ 1

1þ fc=f
� 1: ð6Þ

Note that the slope of lnSSR(lnf) should be exactly 1

for the assumed best-fit line Q(f) = Q0fg used by XIE

(2007).

In Fig. 5a, XIE (2007) also illustrated the trade-off

of both (Q0, g) parameters with two types of assumed

background GS of the form t-m, one of which was

frequency-dependent. Attenuation-coefficient param-

eters (c, Qe) are model-independent (Fig. 5b), and

therefore it is sufficient to use a single (any one)

background model for plotting the v(f). As discussed

in the previous section, separation of the frequency-

dependent GS from it is a matter of interpretation.

Thus, using the frequency-dependent m(f) for Pn

Figure 4
a Local earthquake coda Q-1(f) from AKI (1980). Labels indicate seismic stations: PAC, central California; OIS, western Japan; TSK, central

Japan; and OTL, Hawaii. b The same data transformed to attenuation coefficients [-v(f)] (Eq. 3) and plotted in a linear frequency scale. Only

one line is shown for station OTL. Note the interpreted linear v(f) trends (dotted lines and labels)
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waves (e.g., YANG et al., 2007), a part of the resulting

[-v(f)] slope would be absorbed by this dependence,

leading to modified values of c and Qe.

Another important geometrical effect causing

apparent Q(f) was illustrated by numerical modeling

in surface-wave (ANDERSON et al., 1965), Lg (MITC-

HELL, 1991), and PNE coda amplitudes (MOROZOV

et al., 2008). These studies showed that layered

structures with depth-dependent intrinsic shear-wave

Q lead to frequency-dependent attenuation observed

on the surface. Here, let us consider spherical-mode

summations showing that long-period surface-wave

Qs quickly decrease with frequency, in agreement

with the observations (ANDERSON et al., 1965;

Fig. 6b). At first glance, such dependence may be

caused by longer waves sampling deeper layers with

progressively higher Q (Fig. 6a). However, this may

not be the main reason. Most surface-wave modes

have their largest amplitudes in the uppermost man-

tle, where the attenuation is the highest, and this

depth range should have the dominant effect on the

attenuation at all frequencies. Consequently, values

of v(f) fall on almost straight lines within the entire

modeled frequency band (Fig. 6c). Interestingly, the

effect of surface-wave depth sampling changing with

frequency results in effectively ‘‘geometrical’’

(independent of f) shift in v(f). The resulting fre-

quency-independent values of Qe are 121 for

Rayleigh waves and 112 for Love waves (Fig. 6b).

Note that these values are close to each other and also

to the lowest Qs near 0.02 Hz (Fig. 6b). Such fre-

quency-independent Qe suggests that at all periods,

the attenuation of both Rayleigh and Love waves

should be principally accumulated at the sub-crustal

depths (*38–100 km), because such Q values are

only present within this depth range in the model

(Fig. 6a).

Note that the attenuation-coefficient intercept

values c are negative for the surface waves, showing

that their GS is over-compensated in the model. For

Rayleigh waves, c & -4 9 10-5 s-1, and for Love

waves, c & -2 9 10-5 s-1 (Fig. 3c). Reasons for

such over-compensated modeled GS still need to be

examined; one of them could be the use of the cor-

respondence principle for deriving the surface-wave

Q (ANDERSON et al., 1965). Such derivation leads to

under-estimated Q values (MOROZOV, submitted II3).

Nevertheless, at this point, it is only important to note

that negative values of c are present in Q(f) data at

long periods, and they can be measured by the v(f)

method.

Figure 5
a Pn stacked spectral ratios (SSR; Fig. 9 in XIE, 2007) for two (Q0, g) models inverted using different GS power-law t-m exponents (black and

grey). Label m corresponds to m used in the text. Error residuals shown in labels. b The same data in [-v(f)] form plotted in a linear frequency

scale. Lines represent different variants of linear fitting (see text)

3 MOROZOV, I. (submitted II). Upper-mantle Love wave

attenuation without Q and visco-elasticity, submitted to Bull. Se-

ism. Soc. Am.
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7. Apparent Mantle Absorption Band

The combined examples in Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6 suggest

a different explanation of the observed mantle

absorption band (ANDERSON et al., 1977; ANDERSON

and GIVEN, 1982). The increase in the apparent long-

period Q toward lower frequencies results from

negative long-period c values, denoted by cLP here:

QLP fð Þ ¼ pf

cLP þ pf=Qe

¼ Qe

1� fc;LP
�
f
; ð7Þ

where the ‘‘cross-over’’ frequency fc,LP equals

(-cLPQe/p). For Rayleigh waves, fc,LP & 1.5 9

10-3 Hz, which is significantly lower than the typical

surface-wave frequencies. Therefore, Q(f) steeply

increases when frequency drops to fc,LP (grey lines in

Fig. 3b). For short-period body-waves, c is positive,

and the corresponding fc,SP = cQe/p. Consequently,

the short-period Q(f) is:

QSP fð Þ ¼ pf

cSP þ pf=Qe

¼ Qe

1þ fc;SP
�
f
: ð8Þ

With the typical crustal values of Qe & 1,100 and

cSP & 0.006 s-1 for tectonically stable areas and

cSP & 0.02 s-1 for tectonically active ones (MOR-

OZOV, 2008), we obtain fc,SP & 2.8 and 7.8 Hz,

respectively. Expression (8) then shows that QSP(f)

increases with frequency at short periods, and con-

sequently, the two characteristic frequencies fc,LP and

fc,SP delineate a band of reduced apparent Q(f)

(Fig. 4). Note that the character of this band is purely

geometrical, and its attenuation levels are controlled

by only two frequency-independent values of

Qe = 1,100 (within the crust) and Qe = 121 (within

the uppermost mantle) shown by the grey bars in

Fig. 4.

Let us also compare the predictions from expres-

sions (7) and (8) to the mantle absorption band model

(ABM; ANDERSON and GIVEN, 1982). In ABM, the high-

attenuation Q level is controlled by a fixed minimum of

Qm = 80, which is analogous to Qe in our interpreta-

tion. However, in ABM, Qm is assumed to be constant

within the entire mantle, whereas Fig. 7 shows that Qe

should mostly be formed by the increased attenuation

within the relatively thin, low Q subcrustal mantle.

Such distribution of Qe would also explain the

near-constant values of t* observed for body waves

(LEES et al., 1986). For f � fc,LP, Eq. 7 yields Q(f)

values which are inversely proportional to f:

QLP(f) & Qefc,LP/f. These values correspond to the

low-frequency flank of ABM with cut-off parameter

s2 = Qe/fc,LP = -p/cLP. For body waves at f � fc,SP,

Q(f) is nearly proportional to the frequency (Eq. 8):

QSP(f) & Qef/fc,SP. Such Q � f dependence forms the

upper flank of the absorption band, in which parameter

s1 becomes s1 = Qe/fc,SP = p/cSP. Therefore, quanti-

fies s1 and s2 defined by ANDERSON and GIVEN (1982) as

the cut-off levels in the Debye distributions of relaxa-

tion times could simply be reciprocals of the residual

GS parameters for body and surface waves, respec-

tively. Note that our model shows that the short-period

flank of this band becomes higher (with Q0 increasing)

Figure 6
Modeled surface-wave attenuation data from ANDERSON et al., (1965): a Layered attenuation model MM8. b Q for Rayleigh and Love waves

modeled by spherical-mode summation (black curves) and predicted from the corresponding c and Qe determined from plot c) as: Q(f) = pf/

(c ? pf/Qe) (grey curves). Note that both types of modeled curves are practically identical. c The same results transformed into attenuation

coefficients v(f) (Eqs. 3 and 4). Note that both v(f) dependencies are practically linear within the entire frequency band, with small negative

c = v(0) seen when extrapolated to f = 0 Hz (dotted lines)
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and flatter (g decreasing) with tectonic age because of

the decreasing fc,SP and c (Fig. 7; for more on this, see

MOROZOV, 2008). For comparison, the ABM model

accounts for the crust by shifting the s1 value to zero.

The present model also readily incorporates the dif-

ferences between the oceanic and continental

lithospheres by including the corresponding c and Qe

values in its short-period flank (Fig. 7). Further com-

parison of these models is complicated by the over-

parameterized nature of ABM using multiple wave

modes (with likely variable GS) and depth-dependent

parameters (s1, s2) in combination with a constant Qm,

and various other assumptions.

8. Discussion

In the examples presented here, an analysis of GS

allowed us drawing several important conclusions

directly from the data within a broad frequency band.

However, if Q(f) is allowed to trade-off with GS, both

real and modeled spectral-amplitude decay data can

still be fit in either (c, Qe) (Q0, g), or many other

forms. This ambiguity is well known, yet the ultimate

goal of seismic interpretation is in finding an unam-

biguous and useful description of the Earth. The

reasons for preferring any of such forms should be in

the underlying nature of the measured quantities and

consistency of the results, and not in the spectral-

amplitude data fit alone.

Independence from inaccurate assumptions about

GS and stability of results is just one major argument

in favour of the (c, Qe) approach. Another experi-

mental argument is that Qe turns out to be frequency-

independent in many cases, which may be critical for

interpretation and avoids complexity where it is not

dictated by the data. The v(f) approach reveals that

frequency-dependent Q may not be as pervasive as it

is often thought. Further, because some reference

G0(t, f) is always implied in (Q0, g) interpretations,

there is no reason to believe that this reference

maintains sufficient accuracy across significant areas.

This makes comparisons of regional variations in (Q0,

g) complicated, because a certain combination of

these parameters (specifically, c) mostly describes the

structure and not attenuation. Mapping of (Q0, g) is

useful for summarizing the amplitude-decay proper-

ties, but the trade-off between these quantities may

make correlations of these parameters to geology

ambiguous. By contrast, the v(f) approach addresses

the GS variability by measuring the regional varia-

tions of c and Qe separately, and these quantities are

therefore directly transportable and comparable.

To further compare the (c, Qe) versus (Q0, g, and

assumed GS) approaches, note that high and positive

values of g are often observed for crustal body seis-

mic waves. If taken literally, as a medium property,

such g would suggest that attenuation efficiency

should drop quickly at smaller scale-lengths and

higher frequencies. This is contrary to common

observations of geological heterogeneity increasing at

shorter scale-lengths. By contrast, the v(f) model

explains such observations quite simply: in areas

where the apparent g is positive, GS is under-com-

pensated by the traditional G0(t, f) corrections

(c[ 0), and Qe is in fact significantly higher than Q0

(Fig. 2). Such faster-than-G0(t, f) GS from earthquake

sources appears to be a common crustal property,

which can be related to the upper-crustal reflectivity

[see Fig. 1b here and Appendix in FRANKEL et al.,

(1990)]. Values of c also correlate with tectonic ages,

which should be related to changes in the velocity

structure with age (MOROZOV, 2008).

Thus, from its simplicity, physical consistency,

absence of artefacts, convenience, and links to

Figure 7
Apparent absorption band formed by geometrically over-compen-

sated long-period surface waves (cross-over frequency fc,LP) and

under-compensated short-period body waves (fc,SP). Two versions

of fc,SP are given, corresponding to the areas of stable (black lines)

and active tectonics (grey). Horizontal grey bars indicate the levels

of Qe defining the band (labelled). Dotted line labelled ABM shows

the mantle absorption band model (ANDERSON and GIVEN, 1982),

with relaxation cut-off times s1 and s2 indicated. See text for

discussion
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geology, the v(f) model (Eqs. 3, 4) is superior to the

conventional Q(f) view. In many cases, the reported

(Q0, g) values may contain effects of inaccurate

solutions for GS and should be interpreted with cau-

tion. This warning particularly applies to the cases of

larger g and separation of elastic and anelastic atten-

uation. Fortunately, transformation (5) allows an

approximate cancellation of this uncertainty and

estimation of GS effects from the existing Q(f) data, as

done in this paper. However, for estimation of fitting

errors and evaluation of other frequency-dependent

amplitude effects (such as shown in Fig. 4b), direct

v(f) measurements from raw data are still required.

9. Conclusions

The accepted methodology of measuring the fre-

quency-dependent seismic attenuation using the

quality factor Q(f) is prone of uncertainties related to

the variations of GS in geologic structures. In many

cases, frequency-dependent attenuation Q(f) = Q0fg

derived in time-domain, absolute-amplitude Q mea-

surements could contain artefacts of the residual

(uncompensated) GS. An alternate characterization

by means of the attenuation coefficient v(f) offers an

unambiguous interpretation, which is free from such

uncertainties. In many cases, residual GS variations

can be associated with the frequency-independent (c)

part of v(f), and the effective medium attenuation

(Qe) measured from its frequency-independent part.

These parameters are estimated directly from the data

and without any theoretical assumptions.

The approach applies to many types of seismic

waves (e.g., surface-, body-, Lg, and coda) in different

frequency bands, and is illustrated on re-interpreta-

tions of several key published results. In all cases

considered, v(f) shows linear dependencies on the

frequency within the data uncertainties. The resulting

Qe values are frequency-independent and typically

significantly higher than the corresponding reported

Q0. Notably, c values are positive for crustal body

waves and negative for upper-mantle surface waves.

Such values suggest a GS-based explanation of the

Earth’s absorption band, whose magnitude is con-

trolled by the contrast between crustal (Qe & 1,100)

and uppermost-mantle (Qe & 120) attenuation, and

the low and high cut-off frequencies—by the geo-

metrical ‘‘cross-over’’ frequencies fc & 1.5 9

10-3 Hz and *3–8 Hz, respectively. Linearity of v(f)

suggests that at all periods, the attenuation of both

Rayleigh and Love waves should be principally

accumulated at the sub-crustal depths (*38–100 km).

In several cases, the v(f) view leads to significant

changes in the interpretations. The frequency-inde-

pendent Qe indicates no need for relaxation

mechanisms or scale-length selective scattering

within the crust or mantle, at least from the data

considered in this paper.
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